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Abstract— Aspect Oriented programming (AOP) is not something new. But it has caught the attention of the developers recently. AOP’s 
main aim to provide better means to address the issue of separation of concerns.AOP is implemented by using a variety of tools. These 
tools are an extension to the programming languages that already exist. AspectJ is one such language which is an extension to the Java 
Programming Language. Refactoring the existing system requires us to change the code . So, refactoring is a process of changing the 
software system in such a way that the behavior of the program does not change. In this paper, we propose a new set of refactoring that 
can be applied to Aspect Oriented Programs.  

Index Terms—Refactoring, Aspect Oriented Programming, AOP, Aspect Oriented Systems, Concerns, AspectJ, Pointcut, Joinpoint   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
spect Oriented Programming (AOP) :It is a paradigm 
that supports two main goals 

1. Separation of Concerns 
2. A mechanism to describe the concerns that cross-

cut other components in the system.  
It is implemented by using a wide set of tools that are spe-
cific to that programming language. These tools are exten-
sions to the programming languages that already exist. 
AspectJ is one such language which is an extension to Java 
programming language. The language constructs of As-
pectJ include 
1. Aspect: It is similar to a class. It defines the pointcut 

and the advice. It is compiled by using the AspectJ 
compiler which weaves the concerns into the       ob-
jects that already exist.  

2. Joinpoint: It is a point of execution in the program 
3. Pointcut: It is the place where advices can be inserted 
4. Advice: It is a construct that tells which code should 

execute at the join point. The code can execute before, 
after or around a join point. A “before” advice will 
run before the code at the joinpoint. The “after” ad-
vice will execute after the code at the join point. The 
“around” advice surrounds the code that exists at the 
joinpoint.  
 

Refactoring:  It is a process of changing the existing sys-
tem or software in such a way that the behaviour of the 
program or the system does not change. Refactoring can 
be done manually as well as by using some refactoring 
tools 

 
 

1.1 Refactoring Techniques: There are a number of tech-
niques used for refactoring. Some of them are  

1. Assertions 
2. Graph Transformations 
3. Program Slicing 
4. Software Metrics 
5. Formal Concept Analysis 
6. Program Refinement 

Assertion technique can be used to express properties that 
should hold before the refactoring is applied and after the re-
factoring is applied. In Graph Transformations, every refactor-
ing corresponds to a graph production rule. Each refactoring 
application also corresponds to a graph transformation. Pro-
gram Slicing deals with restructuring function or procedure 
extraction. This technique can be used to guarantee that the 
refactoring will preserve the behaviour of interest. Software 
metrics is used before refactoring is applied to measure the 
quality of the software and then identify the places in the 
software that need refactoring. It is then used after the refac-
toring is done to measure the improvements that have taken 
place in the software. Formal Concept analysis can be used to 
restructure object oriented class hierarchies in a way that the 
behaviour is preserved. The program refinement technique is 
used to express the changes in the program in a formal way 
such that the behaviour is preserved. Program refinement 
technique is used in the experiments which will be covered in 
the later part of this paper 
 
1.2 The Refactoring Process: 
This process consists of six steps as mentioned below 
1. Identify the place in the code where the software needs to 

be refactored. 
2. Find out which refactoring should be applied in the code 
3. Guarantee that the refactoring preserves the behaviour of 

the software 
4. Apply the refactoring 
5. Assess the effect of the refactoring  
6. Maintain the consistency between the refactored code and 

the software artifacts like documentation, design docu-
ments, requirement specifications, tests etc. 

A 
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Although there are plenty of refactorings available in this do-
main of AOP, there is a need to investigate other refactoring 
that will help is maintaining the software along with preserv-
ing its behaviour 

 
1.3 The Refactoring Process Model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
2 NEW REFACTORINGS IDENTIFIED: 
 
2.1 Name of the refactoring:  Make the aspect unprivi-
leged:  There are some aspects in which the advice or inter-
type members need to access the private or protected re-
sources of other types. To allow this aspects are declared as 
privileged. A privileged aspect can access the private inter-
type declarations made by other aspects. So code in privileged 
aspect can access all its members even those that are private.  
The proposed refactoring is to remove the keyword “privi-
leged” from the aspect and make it unprivileged so that it 
cannot access the private members. 
 
2.1.1 Refactoring Mechanics 

1. Introduce a public member function that accesses the 
private data or method 

2. In the aspect code, wherever there are references 

made to the variable that is private , replace it with 
objectname.functionname 

3. Test if the restructured code preserves the behaviour 
 
2.1.2 Experimented Code that contains the aspect that 
is privileged 
privileged aspect A { 
static final int MAX = 1000; 
before(int x, C c): call(void C.incI(int)) && target(c) && args(x) 
{ 
   if (c.i+x > MAX) throw new RuntimeException(); 
      } 
  } 

 
class C { 
private int i = 0; 
void incI(int x) { i = i+x; } 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

C c = new C(); 
c.incI(10); 
System.out.println("Working Prototype"); 

 } 
 
} 
 
In the above code there is a variable “i” which is declared as 
private. Since the aspect is declared as privileged, it is able to 
directly access that variable. Now let us remove the keyword 
“privileged” and refactor the code. 
 
2.1.3 Code after applying the refactoring 
aspect A { 

static final int MAX = 1000; 
before(int x, C c): call(void C.incI(int)) && target(c) 
&& args(x) { 
   if (c.getI()+x > MAX)  

throw new RuntimeException(); 
      } 

  } 
  
class C { 

private int i = 0; 
void incI(int x) { i = i+x;  
} 
 
int getI() 
{ 
     return i; 
} 

 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

C c = new C(); 
 c.incI(10); 
 System.out.println("Working Prototype"); 

 } 

Original Code 

Identify the place in the code where the 
refactoring needs to be applied 

Identify the candidate that should be refac-
tored. The candidate can be variable, as-

pect, pointcut , advice etc 

Select Appropriate Refactoring 

Apply that refactoring to the Original Code  

Assess the effect of the refactoring (number 
of lines of code, program execution time 

etc) 
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} 
As seen in the refactored code above, the place where the vari-
able i was accessed is replaced with the method call. This 
method is declared inside the class and is used in the aspect. 
 
2.2 Name of the refactoring:  Replace the pointcut 
name with its designator  
A pointcut is a construct that tells the AOP language when it 
should match the join point. The purpose of a pointcut is to 
group the designators. A pointcut designator identifies the 
pointcut either by its name or by an expression. A pointcut can 
be declared inside an aspect, a class or an interface. Most of 
the pointcuts have a specific syntax as shown here 
 
[access specifier] pointcut pointcutName(arguments): poincut-
definition.  
 
The access specifier can be public, private etc.  Proposed refac-
toring is as described below. We have a pointcut written as 
shown below 
pointcut P1() : call (int getI()); 
   
The advice written is 
 
before(int x, C c): P1() && target(c) && args(x) 
   
After refactoring the code , the statement P1() should be re-
placed by its actual definition as shown below 
    
before(int x, C c): call(void C.incI(int)) && target(c) && args(x) 
 
2.2.1 Refactoring Mechanics 

1. Identify the pointcut that should be refactored 
2. Replace the name of the pointcut with its designators 
3. Test if the restructured code preserves the behaviour 

 
2.2.2 Experimented Code that contains the pointcut 
name 
 
aspect A { 

static final int MAX = 1000; 
pointcut P1() : call (int getI());  
pointcut P2() : call (void incI(int )); 
pointcut P3() : execution (int getI());  
pointcut P4() : execution (void incI(int )) ; 

 
before(int x, C c): P2() && target(c) && args(x) { 
   System.out.println("Before Calling IncI"); 
    System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
    if (c.getI()+x > MAX)  
          throw new RuntimeException();          } 
before()  : P1()  { 
   System.out.println("Before calling getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 

} 

 
after()  : P1()  { 
   System.out.println("After calling getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
       
before()  : P3()  { 
   System.out.println("Before executing getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
 
after()  : P3()  { 
   System.out.println("After executing getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
 
after(int x, C c): P2() && target(c) && args(x) { 
   System.out.println("After Calling IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
 
before(int x, C c): P4() && target(c) && args(x){ 
   System.out.println("Before Executing IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
       
after(int x, C c): P4() && target(c) && args(x) { 
   System.out.println("After Executing IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
      } 
 
class C { 

private int i = 0; 
void incI(int x) { i = i+x; } 
int getI(){ 
     return i; 
    } 
public static void main(String[] args) { 

C c = new C(); 
 c.incI(10); 
 System.out.println("Working Prototype"); 
 } 

 
} 
 
2.2.3 Refactored code that contains the pointcut desig-
nator 
 
aspect A { 

static final int MAX = 1000; 
before(int x, C c): call(void C.incI(int)) && target(c) 
&& args(x) 
 { 
 System.out.println("Before Calling IncI"); 
System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
    if (c.getI()+x > MAX)  

throw new RuntimeException(); 
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 } 
         
 before()  : call (int getI()) { 
   System.out.println("Before calling getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
 
after()  : call (int getI())  { 
   System.out.println("After calling getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
      
      } 
       
before()  : execution (int getI())  { 
   System.out.println("Before executing getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
       
after()  : execution (int getI())  { 
   System.out.println("After executing getI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
       
after(int x, C c): call (void incI(int)) && target(c) && args(x)  
{ 
   System.out.println("After Calling IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
 } 
       
 before(int x, C c): execution (void incI(int)) && target(c) && 
args(x) 
{ 
    System.out.println("Before Executing IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
} 
       
after(int x, C c): execution (void incI(int )) && target(c) && 
args(x) { 
    System.out.println("After Executing IncI"); 
   System.out.println(thisJoinPoint.getSignature()); 
      } 
  } 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 
We propose a set of refactorings that can be used to restruc-
ture the AspectJ code. The identified refactorings were tested 
to see if the behaviour of the program remains the same. The 
refactorings did preserve the behaviour of the program. By 
restructuring the code the quality of the code is enhanced and 
modular applications can be developed.These refactorings 
have been derived based on the existing literature in this do-
main. 
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